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Abstract
We consider th e  problem of estim ating an unknown param eter m in case 
one observes in an interval (rectangle) stationary and nonstationary Ornstein- 
Uhlenbeek processes (sheets), which are shifted by m tim es a known determ inis­
tic function on th e  interval (rectangle). It tu rn s out th a t the maximum likelihood 
estim ator (MLE) has a normal distribution and for instance in case of the sheet 
th is MLE is a weighted linear com bination of the  values a t the vertices, integrals 
on the  edges and the integral on the whole rectangle of the weighted observed 
process. We do not use partial stochastic differential equations, we apply direct 
discrete tim e approach instead. To make the  transition from the discrete tim e to  
the contiuous tim e, a tool is developed, which might be of independent interest.
Key words: Wiener sheet, Ornstein-Uhlenbeek sheet, maximum likelihood estimation, 
Radon-Nikodym derivative.
1 Introduction
The stationary Ornstein-Uhlenbeek process {X (s) : s £ R} is the stationary solution 
of the stochastic differential equation
dX (s) =  —a X ( s )  ds +  <rdW(s), (1.1)
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where a  > 0, a  > 0 and {W (s) : s £ l }  is a standard Wiener process. It is a zero 
mean Gaussian process with
2
E X (si)X (s2) =  — e- a lSl- S2l.
2a
We remark th a t the process {X(s) : s ^  0} can also be represented as 
X ( s )  = e - as (X (0) +  a  eau d IF (« )) ,
where X(0) is a zero mean normal random variable with EX2 (0) =  a 2¡(2a),  
independent of {W (s) : s is 0}. Consider the process Y (s )  := X ( s )  + m , s € R. 
Let [S i,S 2] C (—0 0 , 0 0 ). Denote by Py  and P ^  the measures generated on 
C([Si,  S2] —¥ R) by the processes Y  and X , respectively. Then Py  and P ^  are 
equivalent and the Radon-Nikodym derivative has the form
dPy I cxrn2 f s '2 .
d P ~
_ (Y )  = exp |  - ^ £ ( 2  +  a ( S 2 -  S i)) +  ^  f F (S i)  +  Y ( S 2) + a j  ’ Y ( s )  ds
hence the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) of m  based on the observation of 
{F(s) : s € [S i,¿>2]} is given by
F (S i)  +  Y(S2) +  a  &  Y (s )  ds
TY) = ---------------------------- ------------
2 +  a(S2 — S i) ’
and it has a normal distribution with mean m  and variance a 2a ^ 1(2 + a ( S 2 ^ S i ) ) _ 1  
(see Grenander [5], Arato, M. [1]; it follows also from Theorem 2).
The process {X(s) : s 0} given by
{
dX (s) =  ^ a X (s )d s  +  <rdW(s),
X(0) =  0,
where a  € R, a  > 0, can be considered as the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process with 
initial condition X (0) =  0. It can be represented as
X (s) = a  f ea(u- s) d W (u ) .
Jo
Let Y ( s )  := X ( s )  + m , s is 0, and let [S i,S 2] C (0 ,0 0 ). Consider the measures Py 
and P x  generated on C([Si, S2] R) by the processes Y  and X , respectively. 
Then it can be shown th a t Py and P x  are equivalent and in case a  ^  0 the 
Radon-Nikodym derivative has the form
(^ ^>1 -(F ) =  e x p / — (coth(aSi) +  1 +  a ( S 2 — S i))
dP x  I 2a2
rS 2
^  ^ c o th ( a S i) r ( S i ) + y ( S 2) +  a  ƒ V ( s ) d s j  J ,
2
hence the MLE of m  based on the observation of {F(s) : s € [Si, S2 ]} 1S
m = co th (a S i)r (S i) +  Y(S2) + a / ® 2 Y ( s )  ds
coth(aSi) +  1 +  a ( S 2 — S i)
and it has a normal distribution with mean to and variance <7 2a _ 1 (coth(aSi) +  1 +  
a ( S 2 — S i ) ) - 1. (It follows from Theorem 3.) In case a  = 0 the Radon-Nikodym 
derivative equals
hence the MLE of to based on the observation of {Y(s) : s £ [S i ,^ ]}  is to =  Y(Si),  
and it has a normal distribution with mean to and variance a 2S i .  (It follows from 
Theorem 1.)
Arato, M. [1] studied also the complex-valued stationary Ornstein-Uhlenbeck pro­
cess, th a t is, the stationary solution of the equation (1.1), where now a  £ C with 
Rea > 0 , a  > 0 and {W (s) : s € l }  is a complex-valued standard Wiener process. 
Consider again the process Y ( s )  := X ( s )  + m , s £ R, where t o g C  is the unknown 
parameter. The complex-valued processes {Y(s) : s £ R} and {X(s) : s is 0} can 
be considered as processes with values in R2, as well. Let [Si, S2] C (—0 0 , 0 0 ). 
Let Py  and the measures generated on C([Si,  S2] —¥ R2) by these processes, 
respectively. Then and P a r e  equivalent and the Radon-Nikodym derivative 
has the form
The MLE of to based on the observation of {Y(s) : s £ [S ijS y} is given by
and it has a normal distribution with mean to (see Arato, M. [1]). Complex-valued 
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process with zero start can be handled similarly.
The stationary Ornstein-Uhlenbeck sheet {X (s, i) : s , t  £ R} is a zero mean 
Gaussian process with
where a  > 0, ¡3 > 0, a  > 0. Consider the process Y ( s , t )  := X ( s , t )  + m , s , t  £ R. 
Arato, N.M. [2] proved by the help of partial stochastic differential equations th a t in
+  R ea(Y (S i)+Y (S 2 ))+*!m a(Y (S2K Y (S i))  +  |a |2
S i
Y ( s )  ds
Rea (Y (Si) +  Y(S2)) +  *lma(Y(S2) -  Y (S i)) +  |a |2 / | 2 Y(s) ds
2Rea +  |a |2 (S2 — Si)
^ —Q|S2—Sl
3
case of a  = ¡3 = 1 the MLE of to based on the observation of {Y(s ,t )  : s , t  G [0,T]} 
is given by
„ Y (0,0) +  Y(0, T) + Y(T,  0) +  Y(T,  T) + f 0G Y  + f G Y  
m ~ (2 + T)2 ’
where G := [0,T ] 2 and dG  denotes the boundary of G. (It follows also from 
Theorem 2.)
The random field
X(s , t )  = a [  [  m r{u,v), s , t ^ 0 ,
Jo Jo
where a  G R, /3 G R, <7 > 0 and { W ( s , t )  : s , t  ^  0} is a standard Wiener sheet 
can be considered as the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck sheet with zero initial condition on the 
axes. We can consider the shifted random field Y ( s , t )  := X ( s , t )  +  to, s , t  is 0.
The purpose of the present paper is to  derive the MLE of to based on the 
observation of { X ( s )  + m h (s)  : s G [S i ,^ ]} , { X ( s )  + m h (s )  : s G [S i,^ ]} , 
{ X ( s , t )  + mh(s,t)  : s G [S i,¿>2], t  G p i ,T 2]} or { X ( s , t )  + mh(s,t)  : s G [S i,S 2], t  G 
P i ,T 2]}. It turns out that, for instance in the case of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck sheet, 
the MLE is a weighted linear combination of the values at the vertices, integrals on 
the edges and the integral on the whole rectangle of the weighted observed process. 
We do not use partial stochastic differential equations as in Arato, N.M. [2], we apply 
direct discrete time approach instead. To make the transition from the discrete time 
to  the contiuous time, we will develop a tool (see Proposition 1), which might be 
of indpendent interest. Using appropriate representations of the above Ornstein- 
Uhlenbeck processes and sheets by the help of the Wiener process or the Wiener 
sheet, respectively, we derive the results by determining the MLE of to based on 
observation of the shifted Wiener process or the shifted Wiener sheet. The proofs 
are given in the Appendix. We remark th a t the results could also have been derived 
from the general Feldman-Hajek theorem (see, for example, Kuo [7]), but our direct 
approach seems to  be essentially simpler.
2 Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes
The stationary Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process {X(s) : s € M} can also be represented 
as
X (s) =  - £ =  e - “s W (e2as), s G R, (2.1)
V 2a
where {W (s) : s is 0} is a standard Wiener process. Hence the MLE to of to 
based on {X(s) + m h ( s )  : s G [S i,S 2]} can be obtained by determining the MLE of 
to based on {W'(e2as) +  m ' / 2 a a - 1eash(s) : s G [S i,S 2]} or
4
Let [0 1 , 0 2 ] C (0 ,0 0 ). Consider the process Z (u )  := W (u )  + m g(u),  u  G [0 1 , 0 2] 
with some function g : [0 1 , 0 2 ] —¥ R. Denote by P z  and P w  the measures 
generated on C ([0 1 , 0 2 ] R) by the processes Z  and W ,  respectively It is known 
th a t an absolutely continuous function is almost everywhere differentiable.
T h e o re m  1 I f  g is absolutely continuous and g' G L2 ([oi, 0 2]), then the measures 
P z  and P w  are equivalent and the Radon Nikodym derivative of P z  with respect 
to P w  equals
=  exp | ^ ( . 4 t o 2 -  2 ( t o ) |  ,
where
A = ^(Oi) + ƒ 02 [gl(u)]2 dUj c = g(0i)Z(0i) + ƒ 02 gl(u) dz(u)
J J ai
The m axim um  likelihood estimator of the shift parameter m  based on the observations 
{Z (u )  : u  G [0 1 , 0 2]} has the form  to =  ( / A  and it has a normal distribution with 
mean m  and variance 1 /A .
R e m a rk  1 Consider a partition oi ^  u < u ^  < • • • < u ^  ^  0 2 . The MLE 
of to based on the discrete sample : i = 1 is to m  =  Cm/Am,
where
2
52(UW ) ^  ( p ( « r o - p ( « n
' M  « r  +S ’
_  g{v i1M)) Z { v {1M)) ^
Cm_ + h  4 M)- u W  '
We shall see in the proof of Theorem 1 th a t tom converges to  to in quadratic mean
as M  —^ 00  and max — u \M, ) —>■ 0.
2 5$»5$M 1 1
In case of g(u) =  1, u G [0 1 , 0 2], the MLE of to based on the observations 
{ Z ( u \M )^ : i = 1 , . . . ,  M )  is simply niN = Z (u [M'1). The MLE of to based on the 
observation of {Z (u )  : u  G [0 1 , 0 2 ]} is to =  Z (a \) .
R e m a rk  2 The random variable (  can also be expressed by the help of integral 
with respect to  the Wiener process, namely
,  , 5(ai)W(oi) T 2 „ , ,
(  =  A m  + —— -— -— - +  g (u) dW  («).
a i  J 01
5
Now let [S ^ S y  C  ( — 0 0 ,0 0 ) and consider the process Y ( s )  : =  X ( s )  +  m h(s)  
with some function h, : [Si, S2] Applying Theorem 1 for the function
we obtain the following result. Denote by Py and P^  the measures generated on 
C([Si, S2] R) by the processes Y  and X ,  respectively.
T h e o re m  2 I f  h is absolutely continuous and h' £ L2 ([Si, S2]), then the measures 
Py  and P are equivalent and the Radon Nikodym derivative of  Py with respect 
to equals
The m axim um  likelihood estimator of the shift parameter m  based on the observations 
|F ( s )  : s £ [S i,S 2]} has the form  in = ( / A  and it  has a normal distribution with 
mean m  and variance a 2¡ (a A ) .
If, in addition, h is twice continuously differentiable then (  can be written in 
the form
Particularly, if h(s) =  1, s £ [S i,S 2], then we obtain the result mentioned in the 
Introduction.
Next we consider the zero start Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process {X(s) : s is 0}. Let 
[Si, S2] C  (0 ,00) and consider the process Y ( s )  := X ( s )  + m h (s)  with some function 
h, : [S i,S 2] —¥ R. In case a  = 0 we have simply X ( s )  = a W (s ) ,  s is 0, hence 
we can apply Theorem 1 for the function g(u) = <r_ 1 /i(u) in order to  determine the 
MLE of to based on the observations {Y(s) : s £ [S i,S 2]}.
In case a  ^  0 the zero start Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process {X(s) : s ^  0} can 
be characterized as a zero mean Gaussian process with
(2.2)




C =  h(Si)Y(Si)  + h(S2)Y(S2) +  a -1 (h'(S2)Y(S2) -  ^ '(S i)F (S i))
+  (ah(s)  — a  1 h"(s)) Y ( s )  d s .
EX ( S l) X ( S2) = f -  (e
2a  V
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hence it can be also represented as
a
X ( s )  =
e - as W ( e 2as -  1) if a  > 0,
^  (2.3)
- = =  e - as W (  1 -  e2as) if a  < 0.
Let [S i,S 2] C  (0 ,oo) and consider the process Y ( s )  := X ( s )  + m h (s)  with some 
function h : [S i, S 2] —¥ R. Applying Theorem 1 for the function
iK«) =
V 2 a (u +  1) h / log(’j +  1)\  ^
a V 2 a J
✓2o ( „ - l ) ;,Y lo g ( l-U)^ i [ a < a  ‘ ’
2a
on the interval [e2aSl — l ,e 2aS2 — l] or [l ^ e 2aSl, l  ^ e 2aS2], respectively, we 
obtain the following result. Denote by Py and P \- the measures generated on 
C([Si, S 2] —¥ R) by the processes Y  and X ,  respectively.
T heorem  3 I f  a  ^  0, and h, is absolutely continuous and h' £ L2 ([Si, S2]), then 
the measures Py and P x  are equivalent and the Radon Nikodym derivative of  Py 
with respect to P x  equals
dPy r a




(Y) = exp ^ ^ ( A m 2 -  2(to )}
A  = c o th (a S i)h 2(S i)  + h2(S2) +  J  ( a h 2(s) + a  1 [ft'(s)]2j  ds,
P$2
(  = (1 +  coth(aSi))/i(S i)Y (Si) +  / (h(s) +  a _1/i'(s)) (dY(s) +  aY (s) d s ) .
JSi
The m axim um  likelihood estimator of the shift parameter m  based on the observations 
|F ( s )  : s £ [S i,S 2]} has the fo rm  m  = ( / A  and it has a normal distribution with 
mean m  and variance a 2¡ (a A ) .
If, in addition, h is twice continuously differentiable then (  can be written in 
the form
C =  coth(aSi)/i(S i)Y (S i) +  h (S 2) Y ( S 2) +  (h '(S 2) Y ( S 2) -  ft'(Si)F(Si))
r$2
+ / (ah(s)  — a ^ 1 h"(s))  Y ( s )  d s .
Jsi
Particularly, if h(s) = 1, s £ [S i,S 2], then we obtain the result mentioned in 
the Introduction.
7
(Z) = exp < —- ( A m "  -  2 (to)
3 Ornstein-Uhlenbeck sheets
First we study the MLE of the shift param eter of the standard Wiener sheet { W (s, t) : 
s , t  0}. Let [0 1 , 0 2], [6 1 ,^ 2] C (0 ,00). Consider the process Z ( s , t ) := W ( s , t )  + 
m g (s , t )  with some function g : [0 1 , 0 2] x [6 1 , 62] —^ R- Denote by P z  and P w  
the measures generated on C ( [0 1 , 0 2] x [6 1 , 62] —¥ R) by the sheets Z  and W ,  
respectively.
T h e o re m  4 I f  g is absolutely continuous and did^g £ L2 ([a i,a 2] x [6 1 , 62]), then 
the measures P z  and P w  are equivalent and the Radon Nikodym derivative of Pz  
with respect to Pw  equals
dP z , „  ( 1 
dPv
where
g2(a1,b1) f a2 [dig(u,bi)f  f b'2 [d2g(a1, v ) f  f “2 2 , ,A = y K ’ J + 1 , J1 du +  1 dv + [ d & g f a v )  dudw,0161 Jai 61 Jbl oi Jai Jbl
g(a1,b1)Z (a 1,b1) f a 2 d1g (u ,b 1) f b2d2g(a1,v)( = ------- ^ +  ^  +
0-2 pb2
/  d id 2g(u, v) Z(du,  dw).
a \  J b i
The m axim um  likelihood estimator of the shift parameter m  based on the observations 
{Z ( s , t ) : s £ [0 1 , 0 2 ], t  £ [6 1 , 62]} has the form  m  = ( / A  and it  has a normal  
distribution with mean m  and variance 1/A.
The stationary Ornstein-Uhlenbeck sheet |X ( s , i )  : s , t  £ R} can also be repre­
sented as
X ( s , t )  = - ? = e - as- l3tW (e 2as,e 2l3t), s , t  £ R. (3.1)
Let [Si, S2], [Ti,T2] C (—00, 00) and consider the sheet Y ( s , t )  := X ( s , t )  + m h ( s , t )  
with some function h, : [Si, S2] x [Ti,T2] —¥ R. Applying Theorem 4 for the function
2s/a(3uv / lo g «  logv \=  (3 .2 )
we obtain the following result. Denote by Py  and P ^  the measures generated on 
C ([S i,S 2] x [ r i,T 2] —¥ R) by the sheets Y  and X ,  respectively.
T heorem  5 I f  h, is absolutely continuous and d \d 2h £ L2 ([Si, S2] x [Ti ,T2]), then 
the measures P y  and  P^  are equivalent and the Radon Nikodym derivative of  Py 
with respect to P^  equals




A  = h2(S  i ,T i)  +  /i2 (S i,T 2) +  h2(S2,T i )  +  h2(S2,T 2) 
rs2
+ j  (a(h2(s,Ti) + h2(s,T2)) + a 1 ([dih(s,Ti)}2 + [dih(s,T2)}2) j ds 
+ ƒ  2( i^3(h2(s1,t) + h2(s2,t)) + ^ ( [ d ^ M S ! , ^ ] 2 + [d2h(s2,t)]2)'Jdt
rS2 f-T2
+ J  J  (a f}h2(s ,t)  + a ^ 1 f )[d ih (s ,t)]2 + a f ) - 1 [d2h (s , t)]2 + a ^ 1 f i ^ 1 ([did2h (s , t)]2^ dsdt,
(  = 4 h (S 1,T 1) Y ( S 1,T 1) + 2 f  ’ (/i(s,T i) +  o ^ d i ^ s ,  H )) ( y (ds, Ti) +  a Y ( s ,  Ti) d s j
J  S i
fT2




(h(s, t ) +  a ^ d i  h(s,t) + /3_192/i(s ,i) + a ^ 1 d\d2h(s,t))
p$2 r 2 
' S i  « /T i
(F (ds, di) +  aY(s,  di) ds +  f)Y(ds,t) dt + af)Y(s, t)  d s d i) .
The m axim um  likelihood estimator of the shift parameter m  based on the observations 
{ Y ( s , t )  : s G [S i,¿>2], t  G [Ti,T2]} has the form  fh = ( / A  and it has a normal 
distribution with mean m  and variance a 2¡(a(iA ).
If, in addition, h, is twice continuously differentiable with respect to both of its 
coordinates then (  can be written in the form
(  = [(1  - a - i & X l  - / r ^ W S i . T i ) ]  Y i S u T i )  + [(1 -  c T ^ X l  +  ^ 1 a 2)M S1 ,T2)] Y ( S U T2)
+  [(l +  c r ^ x i  ^ ^ 1a 2 )ft(s2 , r 1)] y ( s 2 ,T i ) +  [(i +  « - 1 a i) ( i  +  / r 1a 2 )/i(s 2 , r 2)] y (s 2, t 2)
rS 2 ^
+  / [(a — a - 19 f) ( l  — f ) - 1 d2)h (s ,T \ ) \  Y ( s ,  T \)  ds
J S i
r$2 _
+  / [(a — a _ 19 f) ( l  +  /3_ 192 ) f t( s ,r2)] Y ( s , T 2)d s  
Js1
rT2 _
+  /  [ ( l - a " 1a 1) ( /3 - /3 - 15^)/i(S1 , i ) ] y ( S i , i ) d i
J T i
[‘T2 ^




[(a — a _ 19f)(/3 — /3_ 19f )/i(s, i)] Y ( s ,  t) dsdi.
\
9
Particularly, if h(s, t) =  1, s G [S i,¿>2], t G [Ti,T2], then
A = (2 +  a(S2 -  S1))(2 +  (3(T2 -  Ti)),
rS2~ ~ ~ ~ /,,^ 2 ~ ^ c =  r (S i ,T i)  +  Y ( S i ,T2) + y (S 2,Ti) +  Y ( S 2,T2) + a  /  (r (s ,T i)  +  Y(s ,T2))ds
JSt
f  ^ 2 _ _ /*T2 _
+  ¡3 /  (Y (Si, i) +  Y ( S 2,tj) dt + a/3 / / Y(s, i)dsdi.
JTi JSi JT,
Especially, if n * 1 then we obtain the result mentioned in the Introduction.
Next we consider the zero start Ornstein-Uhlenbeck sheet |X ( s , i )  : s , t ^  0}. If 
a  ^  0 and /3 7  ^ 0 then it can be characterized as a zero mean Gaussian process with
2
EA’(s1, i 1)A ’(s2, i 2) =  ^  s (e -alSl- S2l ^ e- a(Sl+S2)) ( e ^ l* 1- * 2! _ e- « * 1+*2>)
hence, for example, in case a  > 0 and ¡3 > 0 it can be also represented as
X ( s , t ) =  - ^ = e r as- t3t W{e2as - i , e2^ - l ) ,  s , t ^  0. (3.3)
2\faf3
Let [Si,S2], [Ti,T2] C (0 ,00) and consider the process Y(s, t )  := X(s , t )  + mh(s, t )  
with some function h, : [Si, S2] x [Ti,T2] —¥ R. Applying Theorem 4 for the function
,  ^ _  2\Ja(3{u +  l)(w +  1) u ( log(u +  1) lo g (w + l) ', , 0 ^
9 ( % v ) ~  ^  h \  2a 1 2(3 I ( j
we obtain the following result. Denote by Py and P \- the measures generated on 
C ([S i,S 2] x [T i,r2] R) by the processes Y  and X ,  respectively.
T heorem  6 /ƒ a  /  0 and (3 ^  0, and h is absolutely continuous and d\d2h G 
L 2 ([S i,S 2] x [Ti ,T2]), then the measures Py and Px are equivalent and the 
Radon Nikodym derivative of Py with respect to Px equals
| ^ ( F )  =  exp ¡ ^ ^ { A m 2 -  2(to) j  ,
10
where
A  = coth(aSi)coth(/3Ti)/i2 (S i,T i) +  c o t h ( a S i ) / i 2 ( S i , r 2) +  coth(/3Ti)/i2 (S2 ,T i) +  h2(S2, 
r S 2J (a (h 2(s,Ti) + h2(s,T2)) + a 1 ([dih(s,Ti )}2 + [dih(s,T2)}2) j ds 
J  ( /^3(h2(Si,v) + h2(S2,i)) + ([d2/ i(S i,i )]2 + [¿ ^ (S ^ i)]2) j dt
f‘S-2, f‘T2
J  J  \a(3h2(s,t) +  a -1 /? [dih,(s,t)]2 +  a [ d 2h(s, t )]2 +  a -1 /?-1 ([did2h(s,t)]‘
I S  1 J T X
C =  (1 +  co th (aS i))(l +  c o th ( /3 T i ) )h (S i ,T i )Y (S i ,T i )
r$2
+  (1 +  coth(/3Ti)) / (/i(s,T i) +  a _ 19 i/i(s ,T i)) (y (d s ,T i) +  a y ( s ,T i)  ds)
i s 1




(h (s , t )  + a ^ d i h ( s , t )  +  /3_ 192 /i(s, i) +  a _ 1 /3_ 19 i9 2/i(s, t))
\
(y  (ds, di) +  a F (s ,  di) ds +  /3y (ds, i) di +  a/3Y(s, t) d s d t ) .
The m axim um  likelihood estimator of the shift parameter m  based on the observations 
{Y ( t )  : s € [S i ,^ ] ,  t  € [Ti,T2]} has the form  m  = ( / A  and it has a normal 
distribution with mean m  and variance a 2¡(a(iA ).
If, in addition, h is twice continuously differentiable then (  can be written in 
the form
C =  [(coth(aSi) -  a^diX cothO O Tl) -  l3-1d2)h (S 1,T 1)] y (S i ,T i)
+  [(coth(aSi) ^  a ^ d ^ i l  + [ r 1d2)h {S1,T 2) ] Y { S 1,T 2)
+  [(l +  a - ^ J i c o t h ^ T i )  ^  (3-1d2)h(S2 ,T1) ] Y ( S 2 ,T 1)
+  [(1  +  c r ^ x i  +  !3-1d2)h{S2,T2)] y ( s 2 , r 2)
rs2
[(a — a _ 19f)(coth(/3Ti) — /3_ 1d2)/j(s,T i)] y (s , T i)d s
S i
s 2





[(coth(aSi) — 1 c?i) (/3 — 1 c?f)/j.(5'i, t)] Y ( S i , t ) d t
Tí 
T 2




[(a — a ^ d f  )(/3 — /3_19f )/i(s, t)] Y ( s , t )  dsdi.
\
Particularly, if h(s,t) = 1, s G [Si, S2], t G [Ti, T2], then 
A = (coth(aSi) +  1 +  a (S 2 -  Si))(coth(/3Ti) +  1 +  f3(T2 -  H )),
c  =  c o t h ( a S i ) c o t h ( / 3T i ) y ( S i , T i )  +  c o t h ( a S i ) y ( S i , r 2) +  c o t h ( / 3T i ) y ( S 2 , T i )  +  y ( S 2 , r 2)
r S 2 f‘T2
+ a  (coth(/3 T i)F (s ,T i) +  Y ( s , T 2)) ds +  [3 / (co th(o ;S i)F (S i,i) +  Y ( S 2,t) )  d i
J S i  J  Tí
r S 2 f'T2
+ af) / Y ( s , t )  dsdt.
J S 1 J T !
t 2
4  Appendix
In order to  determine Radon-Nikodym derivatives we have developed the following 
general method based on Section 2.3.2 in Arató [1].
Let F be an arbitrary index set and let I c l r be a function space. Let X  
be a c-algebra of subsets of X  such th a t the cylinder sets
{ i 6 l : ( i ( l i ) , . . , i ( 7 t ) ) e B } ,  f c e  N,  7 i , . . . , 7 f c € r ,  B g B ( R k ) ( 4 . 1)
generate X .  For example, if F is a separable metric space and X  = C(F) is the 
space of real-valued continuous functions on F with the uniform metric then the 
c-algebra X  = B (C (T))  of Borel sets is generated by the cylinder sets (4.1), see, 
e.g., Billingsley [4, Section 1.3]. Another example in case F =  [0,1] is the Skorokhod 
space X  = D [0 ,1] with the c-algebra X  = B(D[0,1]) of Borel sets, see, e.g., 
Billingsley [4, Theorem 14.5].
For a stochastic process { £ 7  : 7  G F} with trajectories in X  on a probability space 
(Q, A ,  P), the induced mapping £ : Q X  is measurable since the inverse images of 
the cylinder sets (4.1) are in A ,  because the mappings u  (£7l (u ) , • • •, £7fe (uj)) from 
Q into Rk are Borel measurable. Let P  ^ denote the probability measure, generated
by the process £ on ( X , X ) .  For a finite set { - 1 ........} ( 1'. we denote by
P^ the probability measure, generated by the random variable £(F') := (£7 l, . . . ,  £7fc) 
on (WLk ,B (R k )).
P rop osition  1 Let  {£ 7 : 7  G F} and  {??7 : 7  G F} be stochastic processes with 
trajectories in X .  Suppose that there exists a measurable function  ƒ : X  R such
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that E ƒ(£) =  1 and that fo r  any finite set F0 C  F, there exists a sequence of finite 
subsets F„, n =  1 , 2 , . . .  with F 0 C  F „  c  F, n =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  and with
dPr "
^ J - ( C ( r as n  —>■ oo. 
dP?"
dP
Then P„ is absolutely continuous with respect to Pi and ——-  =  ƒ.
dP^
P roof. We have to  prove th a t for any H  £ X ,
P, ( H ) =  [  f ( x ) P t ( d x ) .  (4.2)
Jh
The left hand side is equal to  P(r) G H )  and the right hand side can be written in 
the form
[  / (C M )P (d w) =  E[/(C )iii(C )].Ji-HH)
Both sides of (4.2) are probability measures on ( X , X ) ,  and the c-algebra X  is 
generated by the algebra consisting of the cylinder sets (4.1), hence it is sufficient to 
show (4.2) for the cylinder sets (4.1), i.e., we have to  show th a t for all finite subsets 
F 0 =  {7 1 , . . .  , j k } C F and for all B  G B(Rfc),
P(i](F0) G -B) =  E [/(C)Ib(C(Fo))] • (4.3)
By the assumption, we may choose a sequence of finite subsets F„, n  = 1 ,2 , . . .  
with F0 C  r n C  F, n = l , 2 , . . . ,  and with
dPr "









Clearly, F0 C  F„ implies th a t the expectations on the left hand side are equal to 
P(t](T0) G B ), thus we obtain
P(i](F0) G B ) )  E[/(C)1b (C(F0))].
Applying this inequality for Q \ B  instead of B  and using E/(£) =  1, we have
pfa(r„) g  B )  = i -  pfa(r„) g  o \  b) ^ i -  e [/(C)in\B(i(r0))]
=  e [ f (0 (i -  ifi\B(C(r0)))] =  e [/(C )is (C (r0) ) ] ,
and we can conclude (4.3). □
For the proof of the Theorems 1 and 4 we need the following lemmas.
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L em m a 1 Let g : [0 1 , 02] —¥ R be an absolutely continuous function such that
g' G L2([oi,02]). Let  oi =  u[M  ^ < u ^  < ■■■ < = 02, M  G N, be a
sequence of partitions of the interval [01 , 02] such that lim max A«-M ^ =  0,
M -s-o o  2 $Cj$CM




where Ag(u\M )^ := g(u\M )^ -  g ( u \ ^ ) .  Then
9m  g1 in L 2 ( [ o i , 02]) as M  00,
and
M  (A p (u jM )) )  /-02






,, „ f  r™ ,  ., f  (*»<•
( 5  ,9m )  = 2^ {M) g (« ) d u  =  2 ^
( M )
i=2 A«^M) •/ ti!"1 i=2 A«^M)
hence ||p' - P m ||2 =  (5 ' , 5 ') -  2(g',gM) + (gM,gM) = l b ' l l 2 -  ||0m ||2- Consequently, 
the two statem ents in the Theorem are equivalent, and ||(?mH2 ^  llpll2- Moreover,
lim gM (u) = g '(u ) for almost every «G  [01, 02],
M —s-oo
since if u G j  such th a t 3 g' (u ) then 
A p (« |M ))
\9 m ( u )  -  (? ' ( « ) !  =




g(u) -  g(u\™L)
( M )u -  u\_{
■ 9 '(u)
Hence by Fatou’s lemma,
llpll2 =  f  (9 '(u))2 du ^  lim inf [  (c?m(m))2 du =  lim inf ||<7m|J«I M^oo yai M^oo
thus we can conclude lim ||c?m ||2 =  ||<?, ||2-
M-s-oo
In a similar way one can prove the following lemma.
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Lem m a 2 Let g : [0 1 , 0 2] x [6 1 , 62] —^ R be an absolutely continuous function such 
that 8182g G L2 ([a i,a 2] x  [6 1 , 62]). Let oi =  u[M  ^ < u ^ 1'1 < ■■■ < u ^ '1 = 0 2 , 
M  G N, and 61 =  < • • • < = 62, N  G N, be sequences of
partitions of the intervals [0 1 , 0 2] and [6 1, 62] such that lim max =  0
M-s-oo2^*^M
and lim max = 0. For u  G [0 1 , 0 2], v G [6 1 , 62], and M , N  G N, lei
iV-s-oo 2$CjS^ iV
M  N  a  a, \ 1 2^ ' * ’ j  ' n / \
gM,N(U,V) ■ - 2 ^ 2 ^  ----  (M)A (AT)----- )(“ >«)>
¿—2 j = 2 j
where Ai(?(«^M),w) := p(u[M), t ; ) - p (u ^ i ,w ) ,  A s i K « , ^ )  :=  i K « > w j - i ) -  
Then
gM,N d id^g  in L2 ([o i,0 2 ] x [6 1, 62]) as M , N —¥ 00,
and
M N (AiA20(t4 )) f b*
lim V  V ---------7-T77--- 7^ 7----- = \d\d2g{u,v)Y dudw.
A u ^ A v f ï  J  a i  J  « 2
P ro o f o f  T heorem  1. We will apply Proposition 1. First we note th a t the statem ent 
in Remark 2 may be proved by Itô ’s formula, and from this formula it is easy to  show 
th a t ( / A  has a normal distribution with mean m  and variance 1/A ,  and tha t
Eexp | ^ ( . 4 t o 2 — 2?jm )| =  1 ,
where
<?(oi)W(oi) f a2 „ , , 
7} =  +  g (u) dW («)
a l Ja-x
Hence it is sufficient to  prove th a t for any sequence of partitions Oi =  u < u ^ '1 <
• • • < d n f '1 = 0-2, M  G N, such th a t lim max Am-M  ^ =  0 we have 
M M^ 00 2<i<M *
( M )
(W(u\m’) , . . . ,  W ( u(m j)) exp I - ^ ( A r n 2 -  2rjm) as M  - t  0 0 ,^ (» -(.4 "’)....m«S°»
dP^
(4.4)
where P ^  and P \ ^  denote the probability measures generated by the random
variables (Z(u[M^) , . .. , Z ( u ^ ) )  and (W(u[M^) , . .. , W ( u ^ ^ ) ) ,  respectively. The 
joint density of (W (u[M'>) , . . .  , W ( u ^ ' 1)) has the form
M
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where Ax* := x* — &j_i, and c is a norming constant. Consequently, the joint 
density of (Z (u[M^ ) , . . . ,  Z ( u ^ f ^ ) )  is
g ( z i , . . .  , z M) =  cexp
1 ( (zi  -  mp(u[M') ) 2 ^  (Azj — m A g (u \M '1))2
, ( M ) E-
i= 2 a «(m)
where Az* := Zi — Z i- 1 . Hence
dP ( M )






A« ( M )
= , ( M ) ■E¿=2 A«,( M )
and A ff(u -M*) := W(u\M'1) — W ( u ^ l ) .  Applying Lemma 1 we obtain lim A m  =
M —¥ OC
.4 and gM ^  g1 in L 2([a 1 , 02]) as M  —^ 0 0 , which also implies t]m —^ V in 
as M  —^ 0 0 , hence we conclude in fact L2-convergence in (4.4). □
P ro o f o f  T heorem  2. Using the representation (2.1) and applying Theorem 1 for 
the function g  in (2 .2 ) on the interval [0 1 , 0 2] =  [e2aSl, e2“®2] we obtain th a t the 
statem ent in Theorem 2 holds with
A = 2 h2









d /  / lo g «  





T- ( V« hdu
du,
log«
2a d ( \ f u Y
log«
2a








, , log«', , , 
ah  ( ) +  ti
(ah(s) + t i(s))2ds
log«
2a du
= h2(Si) + h2(S2) + J  ( a h 2 (s )  + a 1 [h'(s)]2  ^ ds,
and







d ( y / u Y
log«
2a
(h(s) +  a  1h'(s))  i dY(s) +  aF (s) ds
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The last statem ent in the Theorem can be proved by partial integration:
^  r  ^  1 S = S r2 ( 'S2 ^
h' (s)dY(s) = ft'(s)F(s) — / h” (s)Y(s) ds ,
I S 1  L J s = S i  J S l
from which we obtain the formula for £ given in the theorem. □
P ro o f o f  T heorem  3. We give the proof in case a > 0. Now we use the 
representation (2.3) and apply Theorem 1 for the function g in (2.4) on the interval
[0 1 , 0 2] =  [e2aSl — l ,e 2aS2 — l]. We obtain the statem ent in Theorem 3 with
4  — 2 —— — -ft2
o 1 2a
( = 2ai + 1h ( l0g(a}  + 1} ) IOi 2a
—  ( \Ju + 1 ft 
au
01
log(oi +  1)
2a
log(u +  1 )
2a
d (  ,----- -  /lo g  « +  1 )
—  V« +  1 h 1 y J au 2a du,
We have
B2aSi
A =  2 - ,2aSi _ I h2(S1
1 r a2
2 ( a + r r ‘
ah
d ( ^ r y- ( M ) )




p 2 a S i




(ah(s) + h'(s) ) 2 ds
S i
r s 2 /
h2(S2) +  I (ah2(s) + a ^ 1 [/^(s)] J ds, 
J Si
C =  2
P2aSi
e2aSl -  1
a 2
/i(Si)r(Si
(« + 1) -1/2 , / l o g ( « + l ) \  _ 1 ,  , / l o g ( u  +  1 ) \ 1  , /  ,-------- log(u +  1 ) 2a
=  ( l  +  co th (aS i))/i(S i)r(S i
s 2
S i
(h(s) + a 1h'(s)) (dY(s) +  aY(s)  d s ) .
and the last statem ent in Theorem 3 can be proved by partial integration. □
P ro o f o f  T heorem  4. Similar to  the proof of Theorem 1. By Ito ’s formula it is 
easy to  show th a t ( / A  has a normal distribution with mean m  and variance 1/A ,  
and th a t
Eexp < —- ( A m 2 — 2rjm) > =  1 ,
where
T] = ff(ai, &i)W(oi, &iaifei
Q-2 /*&2
8 1g(u,b1
W(du,, b± 62 d2g (a i ,v )  
, ai
W( a \ , dw)
a 1 J bi
8182g(u,v)  W'(d«,dw).
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Taking arbitrary sequences of partitions a± = < ••• < u ^  =  a2,
M  G N, and fei =  < vif*'1 < ■ ■ ■ < v = b2, N  G N, such tha t
lim max Am-M  ^ =  0  and lim max A v ^  =  0 , we will prove th a t for
M -s-oo  iV — » 0 0
M , N  —y oo we have
,p (M,N) , 1 x
dp(M,N) (w (uiM}’vjN}'i A- exp |^ - ( . 4 t o 2 -  2jjm) j , (4.5)
where and P ^ ’JV') denote the probability measures generated by the random
variables (2 '(«-M\w jJV')); 1^-j^-N)  and (W(u-M\  v^N ^); 1^-j^-N),
respectively. The joint density of (W/'(« -M\w jJV')) : l ^ j ^ N )  has the form
_  f  1 (  -H .i , ( A i x m ) 2 | ^  ( A 2x i j ) 2 i ( A i A 2X j j ; -
-  Cexp i 2 ( U(M) (JV) + E  W A (M) + E  u(M)Av(N) + E  E  Au(m)Av(n)
where AiXj j  := Xjj — A 2X i j  := X i j  — £ * j - i , and c is a norming constant.
Consequently, the joint density of (Z (u \M\  l ^ j ^ N )  is
g(zij; l ^ j ^N)
_ f 1 ( ( z i , i  ~  m g ( u [ M ) , v [ N ) ) )2 ( A i Z i ^  — m A 1g (u \M ) , v [ N) j ) 2
- c e x p  - y  + 2> „ W A u W
( A 2z i j  -  m A 2g ( u [ M ) , v <j N)) )2 h u ^ A v f *
^  ^  ( Ai A2z i}j  -  m A i  A 2g(u \M'1, VjN^))2 hh
Hence
(jp: \l.\ , j








Ai g(u,(M )  J N )
,,WAu(m) E 4M)AWW
EE A u ^ A v ^




E A 2g(v^M\ v f )) A 2W ( v ^ M\ v f )) u ^ A v ^
^ j ^ ^ g i u f K v f ^ A . W i u f K v ^ )  
i= 2 j= 2 A u[m )A v{;n)
Applying Lemma 2 we obtain lim A m  n  = A  and c?m n  d id 2g in L 2([ai,a2]x
M , N —s-oo ’ ’
[6 1, 62]) as M , N  —¥ 0 0 , which also implies  ^ V in L 2 as M , N  —¥ 0 0 ,
hence we conclude in fact L2-convergence in (4.5). □
P ro o f  o f  T h e o re m  5. Using the representation (3.1) and applying Theorem 4 for the 
function g in (3.2) on the rectangular [ai, a2\ x [6 1 , 62] =  [e2aSl, e2aS2] x [e2>3Tl, e2>3T2] 
we obtain th a t the statem ent in Theorem 5 holds with
A  = 4 h 2
C =  4 h






log a i  log v




log ai log 61 








2a  ’ 2(3
log ai log 61 
2a  ’ 2 /? 
log « log 61
d«dw,
du
2a ’ 2(3 
log ai log v
d ( y f u Y
log u log 61
2a 2(3
d ( y/vi
2a ’ 2(3 






d ( y / u v Y
2(3
log u  log V 
2d ‘ 2 1
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We have
A  = 4h l {S1,T 1) + —a"
62
V (,d + d2)h
log ai log v 
■2a ‘ 2 i
du
dw
^ rpa 1 «/ 614 a 2/?2 u 1w 1 dudw
PO2
= 4ft2 (S i,T i) +  2 a _ 1  / [(a +  9 i)ft(s ,T i) ] 2 ds
i s 1
/*T2
+  2 /? - 1  / [(/3 +  d2)h (S i ,  t)]2 d t + a ^ 1f3^1 /  / [(a +  9i)(/3 +  d2)h(s, t)]2 dsdi
J T i  J S i J T i
rS2
/Si
=  4ft2 (£>1 , Ti) +  2 I  ( a h 2( s ,T 1) + a - 1[d1h ( s ,T 1) f ) d s  + 2 [ h 2( s ,T 1)]Ss=Ss2i
(■T'2
+  2 I ([3h2(S1, t )+ [ 3 -1[d2h(S1,t)]2) d t + 2 [ h 2(S1,t)] t^ 1/Ti 
,S 2 r T 2
[[h2(s,t)]




/>0 r  ±   ,
J  J  (a/3h2(s, t) + a -1 /? [9ift(s, i ) ] 2 +  a /? - 1  [9 2 ft(sj i ) ] 2 +  a - 1 /? - 1  [c?ic?2 ft(s , i)]‘
1- -1 f, — J12 P ^ 2 1- -1 g — 5* 2
aft2 (s ,i) +  a - 1  [t?i ft(s, i ) ] 2 ds +  / /3ft2 (s, i) +  /3_ 1  [d2h(s ,t)]2 \ d) 
L J t = T i  I t . L J s = S i
h ence
A  =  f t 2 ( S i , T i )  +  f t 2 ( S i , T 2 )  +  h2(S2,T 1) +  h2(S2,T 2) 
,s 2J  ( a ( h 2( s ,T i )  + h2(s ,T 2)) + a  1 ([c?ift(s , T i) ] 2 +  [9ift(s,T2)]2) j ds 
J  (ji(h2{Si,t) + h2(S2,t)) + /3_1([92ft(S'i,i)]2 + [92ft(S2, i)]2) j  di
p S cz PT2 .
/  / (a/3h2(s, t) + a -1 /? [9ift(s, i ) ] 2 +  a /? - 1  [d2 ft(s, i ) ] 2 +  a - 1 /? - 1  [c?ic?2 ft(s , t)]‘





C = 4 h (S 1,T 1) Y ( S 1,T 1) + 2 j \ - 1^ ( i  + a - 1d1)h  d ( ^ / u Y
62 - 1 /2 /! , a —l a  \i, f ^ ° S a l l° g v \  , {  f l o g  ax log lA \+ 2 ^  v- v h i  + r ' ! h ) h . _  j  d ( y r v ^ - g - ,  j
+ a > — + - (^ ? (2g=. ^ ))
~  f®2 / ~  ~
=  4 /i(S i,T i)y (S i,T i)  +  2 / (l +  a - ^ ^ s . T i )  m d s ,T i )  +  a F (s ,T i)d s
«/Si
PT2





(1  +  a - 1 9i ) ( l  +  d2)h{s ,t)
’1'Si JTi
(y  (ds, d i)  +  aY(s ,  d i)  d s  +  0 Y ( d s ,  t) d i  +  af)Y(s, t) d s d i
The last statem ent can be proved by partial integration:
S 2 s —S 2
{l + a - 1d1)h{s,T1)Y{ds,T1) =  f(l +  a - 1 d ^ h i s . T ^ Y { s 2
S i L J S = s i
S2
(9i +  a - 1d i ) h ( s ,T i ) Y ( s ,  Ti) ds,
S i
T'2 ~ r . ~ "I t=T'2
(1 +  0 - 1d2)h (S 1, t ) Y ( S 1,d t)  = (l +  /? -1a 2)f t(S i,i)F (S i,i)
T\  L J t= T i
2 {d2 + ( i - 1d l )h { S 1, t ) Y { S 1, t )  dt,
Ti
pS2 pT2 ^
/  /  (1 +  a _19 i ) ( l  +  ^ ~ 1d2) h { s , t ) Y { s ,  di) ds 
JSt Jth
[(l +  a  1d \ ) { \  + fi 1d2)h(s , t )Y(s , t )Y  ds 
S i L J * = T i
n T2 _





(1 + a _19i)(l + /3-1d2)h(s,t)Y(ds,t) dt
~^2 g_-Cj
[(1 +  a -19i)(l +  f i - 1d2)h{s, t)Y(s, i)l di
X1 >- -I s=Si
S 2 f T 2
n
 2 ~




(1 +  a -19 i)(l +  /3-1d2)h(s,t)Y(ds,dt)
\
[(1 +  a -19 i)(l +  f3-1d2)h(s,t)Y(s,t)j  
j  ^(9i +  a _192)(l +  0 - 1d2)h(s ,t )Y(s, t)Y  ds
J  (^1 +  a - 1di){d2 +  /?_19|)ft(s,i)F(s,i)j ^ di
n Ti _
(9i +  a - 1d f ) (d 2 +  /3- 19f)ft(s, t )Y ( s ,  t) dsdi,
’i
t = T 2
t = T i
>Si JTi
from which we obtain the formula given in the theorem. □
P ro o f o f  T heorem  6 . W e  give the proof in case a >  0, (3 > 0. N o w  we use 
the representation (3.3) and apply Theorem 4 for the function g in (3.4) on the 
rectangular
[01,02]  x [61,62] =  [e2aSl -  l,e2aS2 -  1] x [e2'31’1 -  l,e2^ Ta -  l] .
W e  obtain
£ 4(^1 ^  h ^  log(6i "I" 1) \ y  §(®i -0 log(&i +  1)
Oifei \ 2a ’ 2/3 J \ 2a ’ 2/3
+ f  # -  ( f l06(" + 1). ‘°8(iV f 11) )h  Jai ou \ \ 2a 2/3 J J
d ^ V u +  1Y
.oi +  l f b2 d (  ,--- -
+  4-----  — [ v v  + l h
al Jbr 9v \
d  f I  > ^  2 n  . 2(3 J  J
+4IX ( ^ . M ))
d (y (u + i)(„ + i)y (15 S |^ . y- ^ p -)) .
v ’ /?
lo g (u  +  1) log(fei +  1) '
2a ’ 2/? .
' lo g ( o i +  1) log(w  +  1)
2a ’ 2/3
lo g ( a i  +  1) log(w +  1 ) '
2 2
, , (ffll + 1 ) (fel + 1 ) 2  f  l°g(al + 1 ) log(6 i + 1 ) 
A = 4------- -------------h i ------2a----- ’ ------2/3
+ 4 fei + 1 d (  ,— —  / lo g ( « + l)  log(fei +  1)l,'/ u + 1 H  2o •---- W ~
+4—  i ’ \ i  i ' ^ 4 log(,ii + 1).k,g(:,+11'))
« 1  Jbt l dv V \  2a  2(3 J J
du,
dw,
n&2 1 dudv u + l)(w +  1) h log(u +  1) lo g (w + l) \ \
We have
A = 4
p2 a S 1+ 2i3T1






a 2(e2f3Tl — 1 ) 
e2aSi 
^ ( e 2 a S i  _  1}  Jbi
2  pa.2 pb24^ Li. <" + ir> + ir
(ah + d \)h  
{[3h +  d2)h
2a  ’ 20 A
/log(u +  1) log(fei +  1)
v 2a  ’ 2(3






' a\ J  b\
4e2aSi+2/3Ti
(e2 a S i _  l ) ( e2m  _  J )  
2e2aSi f'T'2
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which equals the formula given in the theorem. The last statement can be proved by 
partial integration. □
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